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Begin Your Success Journey Today with Collette Portis & Co. LLC 

Collette Portis & Co. LLC (CP&C) is a unique business and executive coaching and strategy firm that 

exclusively uses the G.O.A.L.I.E. (Grafting Objectives Around Longevity in Entrepreneurship) Strategy to 

assist business owners and authors with increasing their revenue, systemizing their business, expanding 

their network, and building effective teams.  No matter what stage a business is at, Collette Portis & Co. 

LLC can assist business owners with maximizing their potential and efficiency.  From determining the 

reality of their current situation to clearly defining the desired destination, the CP&C team of coaches gives 

its business owners both the tools and perspective they need to grow from their current position to their 

desired destination. 

Collette Portis & Co. LLC offers M.B.A. for CEOs, the 12-month business and executive coaching plan 

that has been proven to increase revenue, build strong networks, and improve employee effectiveness.  

Initiative, creativity, adaptation, and resiliency are the foundation of entrepreneurship.  CP&C’s M.B.A. 

for CEOs coaching program is designed to unlock unlimited potential with the proper guidance and 

support. 

They also offer a 4-month author coaching plan that moves the author from concept to a published work. 

Many entrepreneurs struggle with growing their business, tracking their progress, and developing the 

system that moves their business forward in this ever-changing world.  Designed for growth and 

performance tracking, the G.O.A.L.I.E. Strategy is a 52-week strategic planning system that assists 

entrepreneurs with developing a daily work plan and accountability system.  This system includes planning 

in the 12 areas of business every owner should impact each day, such as social media, marketing, branding, 

finance, personal development, and much more. 

The CP&C team works tirelessly towards their goal to triple the revenue of 1 million small businesses 

globally.  

About the Lead Coach 

Collette Portis & Co.’s lead coach, Collette Portis, M.Ed., who was raised in a family with many 

entrepreneurs, started her first business at age 14 as a means to provide for her and her siblings.  Since she's 

experienced many successes and failures, but refused to give up.  As a result, she now has more than 20 

http://www.colletteportis.com/


years of business coaching experience with a focus on growth and sustainability.  Ms. Portis has an 

extensive educational background earning 6 degrees including a Bachelor’s degree in Business 

Management, Masters in Adult Education, and completing her Doctorate in Transformational Leadership.  

She’s successfully moved business owners from entrepreneurs to legacy builders who own a system that 

they can sell or pass on.  With the use of collaboration, community connection, business principles, and 

personal care and development, Collette is known for giving her absolute best and helping business owners 

and executives achieve their goals personally and professionally. 

For more information and to sign up for M.B.A. for CEOs, please visit: http://www.colletteportis.com/   
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